

সসসসসসসস - সসসসসসসসস সসসসসসস
সসসসসসসসস সস
সসসসসসসসসসসস সস সসসসসসসসস সসসসসসস সসসস সসসসসসসস
part-a সসসসস|
সসসসস 3
সসসসসসসসসসস সসসস সসসসসসসসসস

সসসসসস :- সসসসসসসস সসসসসসস সসসসস সসসসসস সসসসসসসস সস সসসস সসসসস
সসস|
সসস 5

সসসসস :- পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ প
পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপপপ| পপপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপ¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপ,
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ|

¡¡> 500 পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ|

¡¡¡> পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ|

¡v> পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ 5000 পপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপ| পপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ| পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ|

v> পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ প
পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ|

v¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ, পপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপ, পপপপপপ, পপপপপপ,
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ|

v¡¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপ, পপপপপপ, পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ |পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপ |পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ|

সসসসসস:- সসসসসসস সসসসসসস সসসসসসসস সসসসসসসসসসস সসসস সসসস
সসসসসস সসস|
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সসসসস:- পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপ পপপ |পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ প পপপ পপপপ পপপপ| পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপ|
পপপ 1- পপপপপ পপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ|পপপ
2- পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ|
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
প পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ, পপপপপপপ পপপপ,
পপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপ |পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ-

¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ প পপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ|

¡¡> পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

¡¡¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ |পপপপপপ
পপপ, পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

¡v> পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ, পপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপ|

v> পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপ পপ|

v¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

v¡¡> পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপ|

v¡¡¡> পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ|

¡x> পপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপ
পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

x> পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ |

x¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

x¡¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ|

সসসসসস :- সসসসসসস সসসসসসস সস সসসসসসসসসসসস সসসসসসস সস
সসসসসসসসসসসসস সসসসসসসস সস সসসস সসস|
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সসসসস :- পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপ পপপপ প পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ |পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ-পপপপপপপপপপ
পপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ | পপপপপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ-পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ পপ-

¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ-পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপ| পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ, পপপ, পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ|

¡¡> পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ, পপপ, পপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ|

¡¡¡> পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

¡v> পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ|

v> পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপ, পপ, পপপপপপ প পপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপ|

v¡> পপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপ, পপপপপ, পপপপ পপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপ | পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ
পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ|

v¡¡> পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপ পপ
পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপ, পপপপ,
পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপ|
v¡¡¡> পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপ, পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপ, পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ-পপপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপ| পপপপপ পপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ|

¡x> পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপ|

x> পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ,পপপপপপ, পপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ| পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপ, পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ
পপপপ|

x¡> পপপপপ পপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপ
পপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ|

x¡¡> পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ প পপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপ|

সসসসসস :- সসসস সসসস সস সসসসসসসসস সসসস সসস সসসসসসস সসসসসসসস সস
সসসস সসস|
সসস 3 + 7=10
সসসসস :সসসসসসসস সসসস - পপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ| পপপপপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ, পপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপ, পপপপপপ পপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপ পপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ |পপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ|
পপপপপ পপ পপ পপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ, " পপপপ পপপপপ পপ পপ
পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপ পপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপপপপপ" পপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ|

সসসসসসস- পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ পপপ |পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ | পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ; পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপ| পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপ
পপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ | পপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ | পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপ
পপপপপপপপ |পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপ, "পপপপ পপপপপ পপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ"| পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপ-

¡> পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপপপ প পপপপপপ প
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপ| পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ|

¡¡> পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপপ |
পপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ প পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ |

¡¡¡> পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ|

¡v> পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ|

v> পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ|

v¡> পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ| পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপ,
পপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ |

v¡¡> পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ | পপপপ পপপপপ পপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপ
পপপপ প পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ |

v¡¡¡> পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ | পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপ |

সসসসসস :- সসসস সসসসসস সসস সসসসসস সসসসসসসসসসস সসসসসস সসসস সস সস?
সসস 10

সসসসস :- পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ| পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপ -

1) সসসসসসসস :- পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ, পপপপপ পপপপপপ, পপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ, পপপপপ প পপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপ |

2) সসসসসসসসসসস সসসসসসস :- পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ | পপপপপপ পপপপ-পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ |
পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ |

3) সসসসসস সসসসসসসসস :- পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ | পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ প
পপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ |

4) সসসসসসস সসসসসসস :- পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ | পপ পপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ | পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপ |

5) সসসসসসসস সসসসসসসসসস:- পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপ-পপপপপ পপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ |পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপ প পপপ, পপপপপপপ, পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ | পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ

পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপ|

6) সসসসসসসসসসস সসসসসসস :- পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ

7) সসসস সসসসসসস সসসসস সসসসসসস :- পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ, পপপপপপপ প
পপপপপপপপ, পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ, পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ | পপপপপপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপ |

8) সসসসসসসসসসসসস সসসসসস :- পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ |
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপ |

9) সসসসসসসস স সসসসসসস :- পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপ | পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপ পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ
পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ
পপপপপপপ পপপ পপ | পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপ
পপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপ পপপপপপ
পপপপপপপপ পপপপ পপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপ
পপপপপ পপপপ পপপপপপপপ প পপপপপপপপপপপ পপপপপ পপপপপপপ পপপপপপপ
পপপপপ পপপপপপপ |

